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I. Introduction to the concept
II. The old (post-colonial) Social Contract
III. A new Social Contract in sight?
Towards a Comprehensive Concept of Sustainable Development

- Education & Work
- Social Justice & Freedom of Discrimination
- Ownership
- Political Participation
- Environmental Compatibility
- Security
- Rule of Law & Good Governance
The old social contract in terms of sustainable development

• Education: XXX (first phase)
• Working opportunities: XXX (first phase)
• Social Justice: XXX (first phase)
• Freedom from Discrimination (sex/gender: XX, religion: X)
• Political freedom and participation: X (first phase), --- (second phase)
• Rule of Law and Good Governance: xx (first phase), --- (second phase)
• Security: XXX (first phase), X (second phase)
• Environmental Compatibility: ---
• Ownership: XX (first phase), -- (second phase)
A new social contract in terms of sustainable development?

- Education: XX
- Working opportunities: X
- Social Justice: X
- Freedom from Discrimination (sex/gender: XX, religion: XXX)
- Political freedom and participation: XX
- Rule of Law and Good Governance: XX
- Security: X
- Environmental Compatibility: -
- Ownership: -